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ABSTRACT
ScientistS have no difficulty defining their

disciplines:by:sdnject matter and methodology, but J.lomatists, however
mucl:theyagree ApnliKe subject matter of the humanities, have no
consensus about:methadology.: In. the twentieth century truce resulting.
from the assumption that thete can,be no. coexistence bet*een the two,
scientists and humanists are content to be treated as separate bat.
equal, : while .social .scientists cIaiStoilbe'sciettistshen it suits
.their purpose. HVOIniE8 Koduce knowledge without'betefitpf-
laboratories,. sometimes. working like scientists, but theitaediUm is.
the.word, and'analogies striking examples,. and logic are their
nonscientific proofs. These are the thetOriCiats, applying.
AkstotleAs _devices as a methodology for discovering proofs about
gdestions that empAricalsciences cannot handle: physics can explain.
how toHbuild'e tudiear reactor, but not whether the reActor.should be
built. The implications of-"the limits of science on coppositici
research Are that limitizg. stu4y to oily quantitative research or
developing unrealistic expectations about what antitativa-resea Ch
can deliver would ignore the mainstream of insight in rheibrical
theory from Aristotle's time to tOday. (HTH)
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RHETORIC: THE METHODOLOGY OF THE:HUMANiTitS

James Raymond

The Rockefeller f"our:dation's specially appoineed ission on'the Human

issued its report last year.

passages' lj this one,

you will find, among other insightful re

elling- you what

a ks,

the humanit and whatcltlae_y_do0

The essence of the humanities is a spirit or an
attitude toward humanity. They show how the individu-il
is autonomo and at the Same time bound,,in the ligatures
of language nd history, to humankind across time and
throughout the world. The humanities are an important.
measure of the values andaspirations of any'societY.
.Intensity and breadth in the perception of life and
power and richness in works of the imagination betoken
a people alive as moral and aesthetic beings, citizens in
the fullest sense. They _base their dducation on sustainint
principles of personal enrichment and civic responsibility.
They are sensitive to beauty and aware oLtheir cultural
heritage. They can approach questions of value, no -matter
how complex, with intelligence and goodwill.." They can use
their scientific and technical achievements responsibly
because they see the connections among science, technology,
and humanity.`

This is ing language, nt ° donbt, d.it-expresse, sentiments that

n this room will pprove. But report has been criticized forgjust

of -chievement: for writing _out the humanities in words that will

make humanists feel good about being Humanists, but that will fail to enlighten

scientists, e eers or politici ng about how hudanists operate. The -port

preaches to the co- to define the humanities as a discipline or

as a collection of related disciplines in a way_. that p acticioners of other

disciplines can grasp.

Scientis haie no

in general, theysw

methodOlogy of science

lem in defining their !disciplines. A,discipl ne

must'zhavefa subject matter and a methodology. The

hypo -indictive research, and there is a fairly

general consensus about what that -enrail despite some quibbling over fine points
.



science varies with the name'

ppllcation of hypothetico-inductive research

subdisciplines within physic.
NJR.-

cryogenics, etce --consist of

sponding subsets( f the general

sei nce: Physics is Nthe

matter and energy. The various

acoustics, opfics, mechanics,

'application" of

categories matte

t-he same m _hoslolgy to correy

.

and energy.

Humanists of course, have little trouble agreeing on the

f.humanitie

subject

but there is no consensus about methodology,

matter includes as the Rockefeller Commission

4
literatures, history, philosophy, the arts, the history and compari

object mat er-

general, he

inds langu

n or

religion and law, linguis cs, archeology, ethics, and even "those.asp cts of

2
the social-sciences which have humanistic conten and employ, humanistic method

But there's the rub. What ar e humanistic methods? The report does nol

Like other recent commentaries aboUt the state of the humanities, it laments

the fact that humanists seem unable to tell each other, much less other p

ti

how they do what they ct and how their methods, relate to methods in other fields:

The need to interrelate the humanities, social sciences,
gcience, ind technology has probsbly never been greater than

=.7Wbether because of frustration, misunderstanding,
indifference, however, collaboration among humanists, scientists,.
and'technicia S is insufficient. In universitie's and in public

;life, the imp ession persists that'the humanities and sciences ,

form two separate cultures, neither intelligible to the other..

In modern times, the disjuncture between science and

inquiry begins with Auguste Comte, the Frenchmathcmatician and philo ophe

ositivi According to Comte only the empirical

*-
di iplines were worthy.dp _ name _ience"; the others were dismissed as Mere/

regarded as the fathe S M

"speculation. Freud, too, con bored to the disjuncture, particularly in the

last of his New `Introtltsctor y Le_ ores on Ps cho- Analy=i_s, which is not only a

eulogy of, the scientific method, but a bitter attack on those f_ cftthat

habitually or occasionally fail limit themselves to inductive reasoning--



philosophy, and religion, traditional terrain of-yhumanism.

other source of knowledge of the universe,"

manipulation.of carefully verified

called'- research', and .

4

or inspirption." As

to establish bet

there is no pass

In the sa

no knowledge cai be

ud says, !'but the

observations in fact, what is

btained from reweka n, intuition;

f he had anticipated the fro le truce waSI. A. Richards

eenpoetic and scientifN ic' .4sConrse Freud goes on to declare that

bility of coexistence

It is inadmssable to declare that science i.s one field
of human,intellectual activity,: and that religion and
philbsoplay are, others, at least as valuable . . The
bare fact is that truth cannot be tolerant and cannot
admit .compromise or liMitdtions, that Scientific research
looks on the whOle field of.human activity as its own, and
must adopt an uncompromisingly critical attitude towards
any other power that seeks to usurp any part of its
province. (pp.874-875)

lecture Freud_ inveighs against those who claim to have a.

truth "more comfdrting and more ennobling than anything you could ever get

m science," truth "in a different and higher
.

sense" $80). The ordinary

man will not fall for that sort of! talk, Freud.says. "The ordinary man knows'.

only one trOth--truth in the ordinary sense of the word . . Truth seems

to him as little c pable of having degrees as death" (p. 880).

AltbOugh Freud was attacking defenses of religion in this passage,

might just as welt have been attacking any apology for humanistic studies,

including the Rockefeller Commission's report, that merely posits and praises
4

its methodology without, taking the trouble to establish it
the validityfef

sys

NOertheless , an --easy truce has prevailed between the sciences and the'.,

:,humanities:during the twentieth century, not a truce based upon mutualunderstanding,

but on
*

the assumption, that no genuine mutuality
. .

'possible an ssumption

reinforced by I.A. Ricards's comfortable distinction between scientific

-and poetic discourse, by Ornstein's differentiation of the



actions o .e brain ntly by the realities

OpiverSiV.-PQ1itios and coneillicg,. with scientists and humanists content

;sated as sdparate but equal (though note really believing the "equal'.

part) while social scientists hover betOeen the

when? .Science.su4ts their purpoSes,.but riot always limiting

,j

.

laiming to be scientists

themselves.to

generalimti ns:that can be verified with the certitude of science.

In reality there is a clear and definite .relationship among the various

meth du: ies of academic inquiry, an-d:the best way tel discover it is simply

to look acros any university:; eampus and'determin how tho'se

.

producing newknowledge go about produting i.tt. 'hose who are prnducing scientific

claim to be

knowledge as Comte' and Freud described it are easy enough to locate because

they all haVe laboratories or collections of specimens used -in empirical,

search. Among non-scientists the=re are two grodps: those. who haes

constructed self-contained symbol systems-(i e., the logicians, the mathematicians,

and the computer scientists) and those who haven't.

is emerging. The

Already a relationhip'--,

al, sciences use mathematics for proof, but the converse

is not true. In Other word- he method of scie ce is to describe empirical data

°in mathematical anelogical terms, but the Method of mathematies;and: logic is,
4

r

the purest form; indifferen inimical to cmpi ical :application.

tho third group on campus-those whnare producing knowledge about

langbage and literature, the arts, history, philoS6phy, comparative religror acid

human'and-sntial behavior, without the benefit of laboratolAe:- or s ecial
#

symbol systems sometimes work as if they were' scientists - insisting on empirical

evident and sCatistica probability. But heir habitual meditim is the word,

and they often use non- scientific. proofs in theiu,,discussions: analogies that

obvioNly limp, striking ,examples rather than random samples, speculations .about

chains of causality involving human motives that are inscrutable in any scientific,

-,

sense.or variables more numerous than actua-ies. can account for.



Thtse are' not the alchemists or the necromin6ers-

They,are apply

They a _ the rhetoridians.

riche devices ehat Aristotle' outlined'in his e o as a

methodology for d scovering'p'roofs about .questions that neither- dialectic nor
5

.

empirical science can handle, Although Aristotle applied them prima ily to

political and legal issues

"tnon-sc fs he described

i

nd to public discourse, t. is, apparent

aLe applied
7

in the Rheteri

every field
,

not limited tc a laYoratory.-

that'rthe

fourth'group, too: those who make` thing{

yl ually

han 'knowledge .,

&se disciplines we consider. applied, particularly
too

'engineering and thefine arts.

emerges from thr curvev is nest a hostile

standoff between incompatible method ©lc fifes, but a get of nesting boxes, each

larger ehan the other: the. methodology mathematics deductive reason

umea prethisesYis tht smallest him; the methcidology of the laboratory

sciences is a lar,gerhoxi including the principia mathemat

.empirical observation and inductive

of the humani

a, but also including

evid6nce; and rhetoric, the methodology

is. a still larger box, including the 2IlhEiEL

as well as obServati'on

Mathe a c

-nd induction, but also including a kind of proof that

science and mathematics anhot include--nathely,',ehe enthymeme, a line 'of

reasoning that is merely probable. The method ogy of the artists and engineer's,

the_ creators ? -may ultim'ately defy,definit on; =t consciously or unconsciously,

engineers employ physics and mathematics, and artists, draw upon every -ther field

both for the medinm and themat of their works.



On another-occasion l suggested that the classical lines of proof--

analogy, dialectic, example-7appia in a slightly diff rent guise in eaehlbf

these modes1of inquiry 1 also pointed out that the nesting hones_ represent

a hierarchy of certitude, the'pinnacle of which is mathematics, as well as a

hierarchy of redsactiveness, the pinnacle of which is mathematics _gain.

other words, gieatpr degrees

reductiveness. Mdthemat

certitude e alwa achieved at the co ° -0

as a number of, philosophers have observed,Imy-he

the only sure form of knowledge, beeause.it is a self-contained system, purely-
.

inherent in empirical observation.rational, Unsullied by the unce'ttainties

Empirical science is more useful but less e Tin"More useful because it descr.bes

physiCal rather than rational eventsi but-less certain because- its descriptions

,Pre. always ebbject to revision imposed by new data, always limited by the inaccuracy

-f measurements- :Rhetoric iapplied to the humanities or to-any other field, seven'

less certain than science, but also more useful, because it deals with questions that



science methodOlAn

meaning, politic

ally excludes : AtieStions,abou values,, ethi esthetics,

justicecausality involVing human motives; and causality

- involving anInOe e nate number of va

.how to build a ouclear react

one, or whether,

One effe

but

abler. In short physic

cannot tell us whether

balande, the costs will out

of ,'clarifying

e

we

s can tell u

ought to build,

gh the benefits;

ere methodology of the,huManities is

more clearly the limits of scienc Freud,-

after him, believed that science hAd no limits .

to define

4
course, like manysjientists

He imagindd that science could

eventually address any question ("Sc entific research looks on the whole field

of human activity as its own, " cite

universe" (p. 8

acknowledges are thesn'unega

limits

given time

above), even solve "the riddle -f the

en enough time.. The only limits be

lye arac eristics, such as that i

touth and reje illusions" (p.. S845- and

knowablp"

This last li ation marks

hat is knowable in a-scien

empirical data.. Unfortuna ly

pedagogy, and foreig.policy a_

can be conveniently'.

resolved empirical ) regard) ss of_

esolved

"what is at ny

boundary between science and

sense is only what can 13-

the burning issues in politics
.

of the 'sort that

empirical data, and sem., of them could not be

etoric,

economics,

by scientific te-

the inconvience,

Thee are

not for resolution

decision. Th

and determining:the

Aristotle had in

solution

prop

the Nichomachea-

because they are unmanageable
.

issues that.require humanistic

s often mposSible)

methods,

but for. judgment and

methods, then, begins by identifing a subject. matter

ppr4riate to deal with it. This, _suppo e, 'is what

he said words to the same effect at the beginning of

precision in each

it is evidently equally

And t.o demand from a?rh

is the mark of educated person oak 4or

things just so far a- the nature of ;(he subject admits:

foolish to accept probaile reasonidg from ,a mathematician

toriclanscie
5Ti

(Book 1, Chapter 3).



Physicists violate the limits 'their disciplines when ihey pretend to speak

as hiprsLciEA in advi ing us to build 'or to avoid building, nuclear .actors . A ,

proper judgment in th eermUst be fully'-in firmed by :seientific data, but it

.,cannot beresolvitiby those, -TheAudgment-WhetheVto.build or 'not, 6 build,

b*7....baSed upon uncertainties -that' no seiencecanresolve.

Freud himself violates the boundaries of science sameAecture in which

stablishes them. . Tie viol ion occurs in a highly ,charged passage` in Which'

rgues that the whole notion of God 'as a fathe-' as the origin of life and of

ethical precepetS,is'infact a sublimation of an infantile dependence upon our
,

.xegarded as Wise, omnipotent, and.protective,
biological fathers, whom as children

and also as the arbit off proper behavior. (pp. 875-876) The analod'is of 'cou

stunning, as all good rhetorical analogies are. But'.it is not.conclusive in the
-A

way that syllogisms or equations are conclusi not even conclui : in the way that

a well -on ucted experiment is conclusive. Freud is not practicing science in

thiS passage, but hetori and whether we agree with his conclusion or not we must

admit- that he clan. If religious studies are still considered pare,

he Humanities, we might even, say that Freud has momentarily lapsed into humanism,
- -,

risen to it you prefer, or at least stumbled on it.

This is not to suggest ehc Freud should have refrained from humanistic speculation

entirely; 'had he done so, he could not have ventured even an opinion about the value

-psychoanalysis, since questions of value are, when pushed far enough, based upon

assiimptions-that cannot be empirically verified. The point is that Freud -should-

have known to distinguish his cientific dis- ovivries from judgments he supported

with other kinds of proof. Ironically,, Freud himself is now largely neglected by

generations of behavioral scientists who consider much of his most important work

to be deficient in the,kind of research he extols in his lecture on science-.



of the neesting boxes may be more useful than the traditional apa

ause it i more.ecumenical in 'afects, or because it.rmore accurately

brain, 'or becauft it qUells an unnecessary.conflict

-s what

the physiology of

en scientists and hu

scientists and humanists actually do, The

the

bt simply because it bette

sZientists,either refrain from

making humanistic judgments, or they realize that they are not speaking as scientists

when they make these judgments. Conve -bly, the best humanists first discover

what-science can say about a; given' subject before making judgments abou_ what it

cannot say..

To be fair, the responsibility to recog methodolegicval boundaries works in

more than one direction. Thejact that many scientists have neglected` to learn how

humanists work is only half, of rhe absurdity resulting om the traditional .split

between the disciplines; equally ab,Surd is the humanists' assumption that they have

no need'to learn by experience what science can do before they endeavor to identify

and solve problems that science is incapable of addressing. Tn this light it should

th current debate among _n h ofologists, linguists, andbe clear J-istor ns,

.philosophers about the extent to which their research should be limited to' empirical

_ data is a false issue., When they .are dealing with questions that can be resolved

by empirical data, they'have a responsibility to employ the scientific method. When

they are de-11;ng with questions that science cannot resolve, they have a responsibility

to. employ orical proofs, and not to pretend that they are speaking as scientists.

It would. be not only irresponsible, but unnecessarily limiting for these researchers

to deprive themselves of either methodology in the name of greater rigor or greater

range.

but what, has all this to do with Freshman English? In a larger sense it suggests

a caveat about.the direction in which research in this field should go. Braddock,.

Lloyd-Jones, and - echoer once remarked that "Today's research in compostion
. . may

, be compared to chemical research as Tged from the, period. of alchemy." That



comParisom, togethe

Scientific TkvOlutions,

-

composition ought to recapitulat

h the current popularity fo Kuhns-The

my lead u's to the dangeroud conclusions

new insights: into the nature

scores -and levels

to be qpantified, b

signiYicance;

he, evolution of-scientific

tha eseargh

research, and that no

iting are valid-unless they are supported'hy

No one denies that:what can be quantified,ought
. A.

limit ourselves toy quantitative research, even to develop

'unrealistic expectations about' what quantitative research can'deliver (which is the

e seductive temptation) would be to deprive ourselves of the mainstream

insight in rhetorical theory from an iqui y.to the present day.

But clos Monday morning, and Ell 101, if composition can'be conceived _

as instruction in the kind' of thinking that writiii makes possible

for those of IA who tea

and how 4 t differ f

is imp tant

o have a clear notion of what that kind of thinking

om other legitimate modes of thought. Freshman English

may be the only-Vestige of.gene al education or some,campuses, the only required

urse in which students can be taught to make the distinctionh that Aristotle

regarded as_characteridtic of the educated person. In this sense, Freshman English

may be the last hope for the JeffersonJan ideal that college students should become

educated before'theylearn how to earn a -ing.

James C. Raymond.
The University -of- Alabama
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